
  

Stuff and The Pursuit of Happiness
How the pursuit of material satisfaction makes us unhappy

and sustainable alternatives to conventional goods.  
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Lesson 5 Agenda
Stuff and The Pursuit of Happiness

Introduction
“Buyer's Remorse”: Paralyzed by Choice

Ecological Footprint Calculator 

Global Production Challenges
Plastics 

Textiles and Other Materials
Greenwashing

Corporate, Federal and Individual Actions

Q&A Intermission 

Sustainable Product Solutions
The 5 R's: Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rethink

A True Circular Economy
Zero Waste

Debate and Q&A



  



  

Homemade
Protein Bars
Reduce packaging
waste by making
your own health bars!

-dates

-almonds or walnuts

-protein powder
(pea, rice or ?)

-add other
ingredients like bits
of fruit or chocolate!



  

More freedom grants us more choices in the market and this
implies greater well-being, but the reality is that most of us
are paralyzed by too many options and, even when a
decision is made, experience “buyer's remorse”...

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/oct/21/choice-stressing-
us-out-dating-partners-monopolies



  

https://faculty.washington.edu/jdb/345/345%20Articles/Iyengar
%20%26%20Lepper%20(2000).pdf



  

Login and Take The Quiz!

Related to Earth Overshoot Day, or how many Earths would be
needed if everyone adopted your lifestyle, including infrastructure
required. So, individual and governmental actions are needed.



  

Global Consumer Challenges 

-”fast fashion”

-manufactured obsolescense 

-cost of labor



  

The History of Plastic



  

Single-Use Plastic and Oil



  ...ideal scenario, highly dependent upon the efficiency of individuals, local
municipalities and national governments ...many plastics are single-use.



  



  

The average lifespan, the time used, of a plastic bag is 12 minutes.
Americans use half a million plastic bags every minute. Nearly 200,000
plastic bags are land filled every hour, while many are blown and washed
into the ocean



  



  



  

The Ocean Cleanup Project



  



  



  

Follow The Ocean Cleanup
online for the latest updates,
including recent progress
cleaning river systems, with
aims to begin cleaning 1,000
rivers by 2025.



  Honorable Mention: Mr. Trashwheel in Baltimore, MD



  Simple and effective: garbage nets attached to municipal storm drains.



  

#trashtag



  

Assignment

Do your own
#trashtag!



  

Conventional Landfill

Decomposing waste in these landfills produce landfill gas, which is
a mixture of about half methane and half carbon dioxide. Landfills
are the third largest source of methane emissions in the US,
with municipal solid waste landfills representing 95% of this fraction



  

Poverty and Plastic

We should all be able to eat and enjoy life.
Not everyone can afford sustainable
products and that is ok!

Further, it is not our fault we were born
into a world where plastic exists, or any
other harmful products or infrastructure.
We did not ask for this, but we are now
demanding better for the future of
everyone around the world and all the
animals with which we share this world.



  

Consumer Challenges, continued: Textiles



  

Fabrics and Climate Change



  

Fast Fashion vs Second-Hand Clothing



  

 Sustainability
and “Going
Green” has

become very
popular and

companies have
taken notice.

The most
sustainable

action you can
take is by not

buying anything
in the first place,
but we all must
eat and enjoy

life so when we
do shop it is

important to be
vigilant of

“Greenwashing”.



  

Holding Corporations Accountable



  



  

Sustainability: Re-thinking Waste



  

Landfills re-imagined as sources of fuel and as a site for
mining operations to recovery precious metals and more...

https://drawdown.org/solutions/landfill-methane-capture



  



  

Recycling: A Last Resort



  
https://drawdown.org/solutions/recycling



  



  

Repurposing / “Upcycling” 



  



  



  



  

Alternatives to “Fast Fashion”



  Mats can be woven with plastic bags!



  

Creative Reuse, continued...



  



  



  

Repurposed jars make excellent planters,
wind chimes and more!
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Reducing Waste 
with Plastic Alternatives

Biodegradable bioplastics...



  

Bioplastics
Vegetable and Bacteria Based

https://drawdown.org/solutions/bioplastics



  



  



  



  

8' to 18' tall
in 90 days!

Bring back
hemp mills!

Hemp in Today's Economy:
Paper, composites, rope and much, much more!



  



  

The Most Important Step in
Reducing Waste: Refuse!



  

3/9/20 Cincinnati has finally proposed a Plastic Bag Ban!
https://www.wlwt.com/article/new-proposal-would-ban-single-use-plastic-bags-in-cincinnati/31327158

and, https://www.plasticbaglaws.org/

https://www.wlwt.com/article/new-proposal-would-ban-single-use-plastic-bags-in-cincinnati/31327158


  

Elements of A Circular Economy

And, remember, to save money, help save the planet and,
ultimately, be happier, we must first refuse to buy products
before we reduce or recycle...



  


